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Name:  _ key_ 
please print your name clearly 

 

EE 102-01 Exam No. 3 (100pts. - 25% of the final grade) 
Do not use back side for answers.  Back side of this test will not be graded.  Attach more pages if 
necessary.  Second midterm grade will be calculated as described in course grading policy. 

DL: 18 ERR: __ PTS: __ FINAL: __ / __ 
DL – exam difficulty level (adjustment), ERR – exam errors, PTS – exam points, FINAL– total points and final grade in this course. 

Problem 1A (10pts.) 
Produce the printout resulted from running of the following program.  Each mistake costs 2 points until 10 is reached. 

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
 
void F (int&a) { a=11; } 
void G (int a) { a=12; } 
void H (int*a) {*a=13; } 
void I (int*a) { a=14; } // { a=(int*)14; } 
 
int main() { 
    int a=21, b=22, c=23, d=24, e=25; 
    F(b); G(c); H(&d); I(&e); 
    cout<<"\t"<<a<<"\t"<<b<<"\t"<<c<<"\t"<<d<<"\t"<<e<<endl; 
    return(0); 
} 
/* FILL IN THIS PRINTOUT WITH NUMBERS: 
 
      _21     _11     _23     _13     _25 
*/ 

Problem 1B (10pts.) 
Produce the printout resulted from running of the following program.  Each mistake costs 2 points until 10 is reached. 

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
 
void J (int *a )  { a[1]=26; } 
void K (int  a[]) { a[1]=27; } 
void L (int  a )  { a=28; } 
void M (int &a )  { a=29; } 
 
int main() { 
    int a[3]={301,302,303};   int b[3]={311,312,313}; 
    int c[3]={321,322,323};   int d[3]={331,332,333}; 
    int e[3]={341,342,343}; 
    J(b); K(c); L(d[1]); M(e[1]); 
    cout<<"\t"<<a[1]<<"\t"<<b[1]<<"\t"<<c[1]<<"\t"<<d[1]<<"\t"<<e[1]<<endl; 
    return(0); 
} 
/* FILL IN THIS PRINTOUT WITH NUMBERS: 
 
      302     _26     _27     332     _29 
*/ 
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Problem 2 (20pts.) 
Answer very briefly each of the following questions marked in bold.  Provide your answer next to the question.   

Make sure that you answer the specific question.  Each incorrect, missing or irrelevant answer costs four points until twenty 

is reached.  Hint: make sure that you answer the question and not just comment what a particular instruction does. 
#include <fstream>  // 1. What program features depend on this library? 
// 1. file access – declaring a file variable, opening a file, reading, closing… 
#include <iostream> 
#include <cfloat> 
using namespace std; 
 
int main() { 
    char FileName[80]; 
    cout << "What is the name of the file with data? "; 
    cin.getline(FileName,80); 
// 2. What is advantage of using cin.getline(...) instead of cin>> ? 
// 2. a file name that contian white space (spaces) can be read 
//    also, the name would be truncated at 79th character – buffer overload safety 
// Mentioning one of thse two features was “good enouhg” in this exam this year 
// No multiple liens are read by this function unless you redefine the end of line 
 
    ifstream IFS; 
    IFS.open(FileName); 
    if (!IFS.is_open()) { // 3. Can we use here IFS.fail() instead?  
// 3. YES, fail() will test if the last operation was successful, and that was open 
        cout<< "ERROR: File not found." << endl; 
        return(1); 
    } 
 
    double min=DBL_MAX; 
    int    cnt=0; 
    for (;;) { 
        double x; 
        IFS >> x; 
        if (IFS.eof()) break; 
        if (IFS.fail()) {  
            cout << "ERROR while reading " << (cnt+1) << " numerical value!\n" 
                 << "Skipping remaining numbers in the data file" << endl; 
// 4. Under what circumstances this error message above is printed? 
// 4. reading fails and fails not due to end of file reached (checked earleir) 
//    when reading of a malformed number happens. 
            break; 
        } 
        if (x<min) min=x; 
        cnt++; 
    } 
    IFS.clear(); IFS.close(); 
// 5. If you forget to close the file and the program ends without crashing,  
//    would the file still be left open? 
// 5. NO, in C++ file will be closed automatically when the file variable 
//    gets out of scope for example when you return from a funciton 
//    when it was used. However, it is not beneficial to wait that long. 
//    Note: in Java or C# closing would be postponed until the end of run 
 
    cout << cnt << " numbers were read." << endl; 
    cout << min << " is the minimum number." << endl; 
 
    return(0); 
} 
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Problem 3 (20pts.) 
Write a function that accepts a c-style character array string and an integer nth. The function finds the n-th integer 

number in the character string and returns it as an integer. The string contains several positive integer numbers each 

two separated by one or more space characters.  Assume that <cstdlib> and <cstring> libraries are included. The 

string may not contain enough numbers – in that case return a negative number to indicate an error in processing. 

Value of nth might be large, use a loop to do the repetitive tasks. 

int extractnthpostive(char *line, int nth) { 
    char *b = line; 
    for (int i=1; i<nth; i++) // not implementing nth numebr loop costs 5 points 
    { 
        while (*b!='\0' && *b!=' ')  
            ++b; 
        while (*b!='\0' && *b==' ') // doing ++b once costs 4 points 
            ++b; 
    } 
    if (*b=='\0') return(-1); 
 
    char *c = b; 
    while (*c!=0 && *c!=' ') 
        ++c; 
    *c=0; 
 
    int num=atoi(b); 
    return(num); 
} 
// mistakes cost 2 points per mistake 
// a few wrote only the single line with a for loop (-18) or with “N/A” (-19) 

Problem 4A (10pts.) 
Write the code for the function which returns x2 for x<=1 and square root of x for x>1. Value of x is provided by the 
code that calls the function, and the result is utilized in further computations. Assume that <cmath> is included. Use 
only one if statement, avoid using pow(.,.) if possible! 
 
double signedsquare( double x ) 
{ 
    if (x<=1) 
        return( x*x ); 
    else 
        return( sqrt(x) ); 
} 
// inclrrect using of cin/cout in functions is penalized by 5 points (50%) 
// mistakes cost 2 points per mistake 
// note that x*x is not the same as x2, there is no x2 in C/C++/C#/Java!!! (4pts.) 

Problem 4B+5 (30pts.) 
Write a program in C++ with c-style strings that would: 

• ask its user for a file name (maximum name length 255 characters) 
• open a text file with that name (check if open was successful) 
• look for the longest line in that text file (assume that it is always shorter than 1024 characters) 
• after reading the whole file, the program should print the longest line, its length and a line number 
Hints: In order to save the contents of the longest line you should have two character array variables: one for reading 
the next line and one to save the contents of the longest line so far (strcpy). Keep the length of the current longest line 
in an integer variable for the sake of efficiency (strlen). Use another two integer variables to count the lines, and to 
save the line number of the longest line so far. Use the next page for the program. 
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Code for Problem 4B+5: 
#include <iostream> // (1) correct includes 
#include <fstream> 
#include <cstring> 
using namespace std; 
 
int main() { // (2) int main - return 
    char fname[256]; // (3) flie name declared (length!) and asked 
 
    cout << "What is the file name, please? "; 
    cin.getline(fname, 256); // cin>> fname; is also acceptable 
 
    ifstream IN; // (4) file variable delcated and opened, check if open 
    IN.open(fname); 
    if (IN.fail()) { 
        cout << "Cannot open for reading file " << fname<< endl; 
        return(1); 
    } 
 
    char linestr[2048]; // (5) loop variables declared (length) and intialized 
    int linecnt=0; 
    int linelen=0; 
    char maxlinestr[1024]=""; 
    int  maxlinecnt=0; 
    int  maxlinelen=0; 
 
    for(;;) { // (6A) forever loop 
        IN.getline(linestr, 1024); // (7) line read correctly 
        if (IN.fail())// (6B) loop exited 
            break; 
 
        linecnt++; 
        linelen=strlen(linestr); 
        if (linelen>maxlinelen) { // (8) max updated 
            maxlinecnt=linecnt; 
            maxlinelen=linelen; 
            strcpy(maxlinestr, linestr); // (9) correct copying for char array !!! 
        } 
    } 
 
    IN.clear(); 
    IN.close(); 
 
    cout << "The longest line was at " << maxlinecnt // (10) final report to user 
         << " and had " << maxlinelen << " characters. It was:"  
         << endl; 
    cout << maxlinestr << endl; 
 
    return(0); 
} 
// 3 points off per missing or entirely wrong section of the code 
// the fname needs to be 256 because of ‘\0’ after up to 255 chars 
// the line buffers needs to be 1024 because line is shorter than 1024 (up to 1023) 
 
 


